The 2015-16 newsletter from CMR Group

Powerplay
Welcome to CMR Group’s dedicated newsletter, featuring
our very latest company news and your indispensable guide
to what new products you can expect to see at our 2015-16
tradeshows and exhibitions:
• GoldfinchTM - an advanced engineering process for partnering with
Ballast Water Treatment (BWT) manufacturers to standardize and
modularize control panels

• FVMS - CMR’s Full Vessel Management System capability for ships
of all sizes covering IAMCS, ancillary systems and installation/
commissioning support
• ‘Easy’ Configuration Panels - using CMR’s CLARINUX software
to reduce installation and commissioning time of alarm monitoring
and supervision systems for engines, gensets and marine
auxiliary power
TM

• New J1939 smart sensor designs - From its launch in 2014, the
J1939 Connect CAN sensor based on CMR’s J-SENSETM technology
has received highly positive market feedback

• Nuclear K3 environment Instrumentation & Control – CMR has
upgraded its range of specialist nuclear sensors and monitoring
equipment for local power generation in nuclear K3ad environments
You can count on our global expertise, experience and Can Do! attitude
to ensure we are working hard to meet the requirements
of all our customers, as we look forward to some new
exciting and innovative new products and systems
over the coming months.
I hope you enjoy reading our newsletter and
understand more about how we can help you
with our world class solutions, engineered to
uncompromising standards, yours.
Best regards
Neil Wilkinson
Group Operations Director

GoldfinchTM takes-off for Ballast Water Panels

GoldfinchTM allows CMR to work
closely with OEMs to ‘modularize’ and
standardize the range of panels offered by
the OEM, resulting in reduced cost of the
system itself, shortened delivery times,
shortened tender times, and increased
ROI, providing the OEM with a competitive
edge in the Ballast Water Treatment
System (BWTS) market.
Ian Hamilton, CMR BWTS leader stated,
“CMR found that there can be many
panel variants for BWTS depending on
capacity size, water handling method or
water treatment type. This was previously
problematic both for CMR from a lean
manufacturing point of view and OEMs
from a tendering point of view due to the
low volumes of individual panels being
procured”.

Mathew Clewes the lead engineer who
developed GoldfinchTM added, “OEMs have
continually stressed that they are keen to
reduce the lengthy RFQ process as this
would significantly reduce their lead and
delivery times, allowing them to focus on the
main components of the BWT system such
as the filter and sterilization system”.

Following manufacture, all panels are subject
to rigorous inspection, including high-voltage
flash testing to ensure the panels meet
customer requirements and Class Rules.

CMR develops high quality, cost effective
control solutions for supply into local marine
markets – these are high quality steel
constructed Local Operating Panel-based
solutions which provide protection from dust
and water ingress (to a minimum of IP54) and
incorporate industry standard PLC-based
control systems, HMI user interfaces and
are suitable for a Supply Voltage range 380 –
690V, 3-Phase, 50/60Hz.
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A market
leader…

For over 50 years, CMR has
been at the forefront of precision
instrumentation, control and wiring
systems for high horsepower primary
drive and auxiliary/genset applications
around the world.
CMR’s international reach is built around
a network of design and production
facilities in strategic location across the
world including the USA, UK, France,
Singapore, China, Germany, India, Tunisia
and South Korea.
Quality lies at the heart of CMR’s design
and manufacturing processes, supported
by industry leading practices such as
Lean Manufacturing, Six Sigma, 5S and
AIAG core quality tools. The commitment
to quality is also reflected by certification
to standards covering quality, process,
environment and H&S (ISO 9001, ISO
13001, OHSAS 18001 and TS 16949).
Systems are designed to international
recognised marine classification
standards: Lloyd’s Register, Det Norske
Veritas, Nippon Kaiji Kyokai, Bureau

Veritas (BV), Korean Register (KRS),
China Corporation Register of Chips
(CRS), Registro Italiano Navale (RINA),
Russian Register (RRS) and the American
Bureau of Shipping. Products are
also certified to electrical, military and
hazardous area standards including
ATEX, CE, CSA, IEC, K3 (Nuclear),
NEMA, UL and ITAR.

Focus on
marine

CMR is a tried and tested marine automation
specialist and has built upon the launch of its
advanced Integrated Alarm Monitoring Control
System in 2014 by developing a state-of-the-art
turnkey Full Vessel Management System (FVMS) for
ships of all sizes - from small craft such as tugs,
workboats and private build pleasure crafts through
to medium-sized commercial vessels such as
ferries, PSV’s cargo ships and ocean going yachts.
Recently implemented on a 180m passenger ferry built
at Brodosplit Shipyard in Croatia, CMR’s FVMS protects
the value of engines and fleets with reliable, high-quality
electrical and electronic systems that integrates other
types of marine electronics including low voltage/main
switchboards, fire detection and CCTV.
By interconnecting these devices in advantageous
combinations, energy consumption can be reduced,
operational efficiency of the engine can be improved
and redundancy can be provided in the event that one
or more components are disabled.
CMR’s new system also includes a marine propulsion
system with many different combinations and
interconnections between one or several engines,
generators, electrical systems, clutches, marine
propulsion devices and an electrical storage device.

Focus on engines
Individual components and
complete electrical wiring
harnesses are available for high
horsepower diesel and natural gas
engines, precision engineered to
protect delicate technology from
temperature extremes (-40°C to
150°C plus) and any potential water
ingress including daily hose downs
and cleaning.
For the future, CMR is developing a

new generation of highly advanced
wiring technology which can monitor
and control shock and vibration
levels alongside sophisticated new
emission control detection and
sensor technology.
This includes work on the state-ofthe-art eco-friendly IMO/EPA Tier
engines which incorporate the very
latest in embedded design and lean
manufacturing techniques for added
value and customer competitiveness.
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Our marine product range covers FVMS, IAMCS, Power
Management, Local Operating Panels/Engine Vision,
engine safety, data acquisition/processing, cabling,
sensors, display units and workstations. CMR also has
experience and expertise in many ancillary systems
such as Fire Detection Systems (FDS), HVAC, Ballast
Water and Feed Water.
IAMCS offers a powerful microprocessor-based system
that reads output data using CANopen and J1939
protocols while operating with an intuitive Supervision
System and human to machine interface. This provides
all necessary functions for protection and control
adherence to Unattended Machinery Space (UMS)
marine notations.

These Marine Society approved systems are certified by
bodies that include Lloyd’s Register (LRS), Det Norske
Veritas (DNV), Bureau Veritas (BV) and American Bureau
of Shipping (ABS).

Let’s get technical…
Easier than ever
CLARINUXTM configuration
for CMR’s Local Operating
Panels (LOPs)
CAN-Do!
capability with
J1939 smart
sensor
A new Local Operating Panel (LOP)
‘Easy’ Configuration tool is among
the upgrades to CMR’s engine
installation and refurbishment
offering.
‘Easy’ CLARINUXTM, CMR’s engine
supervision and monitoring software,
enables OEMs to reduce delivery time
of Alarm Monitoring Safety Systems
for marine engines and auxiliaries/
gensets.

The ‘Easy’ Configuration LOP allows
manufacturers to simplify configuration
on site by defining all configuration
parameters within Microsoft Excel,
also interfacing different systems
and protocols and enabling the
management of anywhere from 15 to

hundreds of I/O’s.

This new configuration tool enables
CMR to support our customers with
comprehensive system architecture
and documentation design, and gives
the added bonus of lower emission
levels for the end user.

Gerard Baldellou, Marine Division
Manager at CMR Group said:
“Tradeshows provide a great
opportunity for CMR to showcase our
high horsepower and marine engine
configuration and monitoring tools.
We are very excited to show off our
advanced capabilities in this area
and demonstrate the added value
and benefits we can bring to our
customers.”

Alongside its extensive range of instrumentation and
sensors, 2015 sees CMR launch new designs for its
J1939 Connect CANTM sensor for both land and marine
applications.
J1939 provides a more elegant instrumentation solution for
measuring exhaust gas, cylinder liner and fluid temperatures
alongside pressure and speed measurement features,
integrating various improvements and includes a double
sensor input.
The J1939 Connect CANTM sensor benefits from 50 years
of CMR know-how in diesel/gas engine temperature
measurement. Using J-SENSETM technology, analog to
digital conversion electronics are embedded within the
sensor design, allowing a direct CAN connection to the
engine ECU.

Alain Meslati, Key Account Director stated, “From its original
launch in 2014, the J1939 Connect CAN smart sensor
has been supplied to several customers for temperature
measurement and installed on high speed and aftertreatment engines. The results have been highly successful
with positive feedback showing very good accuracy levels,
‘out of the box’ configurability and high reliability”.

Nuclear power
in control

CMR is a global leader in the supply of Instrumentation and
Control approved by EDF and other contractors to the global
nuclear refurbishment and new build programs
Our nuclear sensors are developed for K3ad environmental
approval conditions for fluid, bearing and ambient temperature
monitoring.

CMR is also introducing the latest generation of K3-C3 electronic
monitoring S-Units for specialist nuclear applications.
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News.

New Nuclear facility delivers
K3 Instrumentation & Control

CMR appoints
Madhura as new
Indian agent
CMR India has appointed Madhura International, a
Pune-based organisation with a dealer network in
10 locations, as exclusive representative for CMR
Group products and services as it continues to
look to the future.

Madhura is a specialist in the design and manufacture
of advanced electrical, electro-mechanical and
electronic products for the electrical, automotive and
power industry markets. Madhura will supply and
support new & existing installations/applications.
On the back of a buoyant economy, strong sales and
impressive manufacturing track record, CMR India
will continue to operate as the local manufacturing
and logistics centre for CMR Group, using Madhura’s
extensive sales network to support diversification
activities.
Mahesh Shinde, Operations Manager at CMR
India, added: “Madhura International specialises in
customised solutions for customers who include
Hindustan Power Plus Ltd and Eicher Volvo
Commercial Vehicles Ltd, among others. This is
a great fit for CMR as it produces controls and
automation systems for engines, gensets and
specialist industrial vehicles”.

Building on 30 years of experience and
expertise in the nuclear sector, CMR
France has invested in a new special
nuclear production facility dedicated
to industry approved sensors and
electronics devices requiring high quality
manufacturing and testing.

new electronics, sensors and systems, which
not only includes work to extend the life of
French power stations but also expands
activities to the international nuclear power
development programs, especially in the UK,
North America, India, South Korea, Russia
and China.

CMR France is involved in a domestic refit
program launched by EDF Energy, supplying

Sebastien Ozenda, customer leader for CMR
in the nuclear power sector, added: “The
domestic and international nuclear sector is
growing as demand shifts away from coal and
gas power stations. For example, currently
South Korea has 23 operational nuclear power
stations but plans to have 30 on stream by
2020. This is a big opportunity for CMR to
push our nuclear offering worldwide”.

The restricted access facility has been
equipped with specialist industrial ovens,
air conditioning and dust extraction. These
systems ensure regulation of temperature,
humidity and cleanliness. Moreover, an
independent computer network is used for
programming all electronics.

CMR puts control at the heart of MIL-Spec
navy power

Technology for high specification
MIL-Spec grade navy engine control
equipment is designed and manufactured
to the highest standards by CMR Group
to ensure performance quality first time,
every time.
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CMR offers high quality and robustness
in the components designed to meet the
needs of modern naval fleet operations.
Marine engine control equipment for military
applications has to be rigorously tested and
certified to ensure performance and reliability.
Among others, three critical areas may
be defined: vibration (MIL-S-167 rev. 1A),
electro-magnetic interference (MIL-S-461
rev. F) and high impact mechanical shock
(MIL-S-901 rev. D).
This, together with an unparalleled
understanding of the environment in which
the control and monitoring technology will
be operating and its applicability to military
standards, sees the real value that CMR can
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add as it guides OEMs through the most
complex of military standards; evaluating and
identifying the most robust and cost effective
solutions.
Flavio Massariello, Deputy Technical
Manager for engine controls at CMR France,
said: “Our MIL-Spec approach is proving
successful for CMR customers in the Navy
engine sector - reflected in successful
contracts completed for propulsion and
power generation specialists among others.
It’s clear that CMR added value solutions
deliver the versatility and unparalleled
performance to meet the challenge of
operating in the most uncompromising of
marine conditions”.
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